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Shearing behavior of landslide sliding surface and main scarp soil during drained 
ring shear test

Le comportement au cisaillement de la surface de glissement dans les glissement de terrains et du sol 
principal de l’escarpement pendant le teste ‘drained ring shear test’

B.Tiwari — Graduate school of science and technology, Niigata University, Japan 
H.Marui — Research institute for hazards in snowy areas, Niigata University, Japan

ABSTRACT : The concept o f residual shear strength o f soil is relatively new. Many researches are concentrated to find the residual 
shear behavior o f soil since few decades. Many of them proposed the shape of the residual shear envelope o f the clay to be curved one, 
starting from the origin. In the case of pure clay minerals like smektite, that may work. However, landslide sliding surface soil clay is 
composed o f the heterogeneous mixture of various minerals. Due to its unavailability, very few researches are found on the landslide 
sliding surface soil. This is the reason for the popularity o f back analysis method among the countermeasure planners against land
slide. This paper deals with the laboratory testing o f undisturbed sliding surface and its correlation with the main scarp soil o f the 
same landslide. This increases the possibility o f using shear strength of main scarp soil in the absence of sliding surface soil, during 
stability analysis o f landslide.

RÉSUMÉ: La notion de résistance au cisaillement résiduel est relativement nouvelle. Depuis quelque décennies, beaucoup de 
recherches se sont assignées comme but de déterminer le comportement du cisaillement résiduel des sols. Bon nombre d’entre elles 
ont suggéré que la forme de l’enveloppe du cisaillement résiduel des argiles était courbe a débuter de l’origine. Dans le cas des argiles 
pures comme les smectites ce procédé peut être applicable. Cependant, la surface de glissement des glissement de terrains est 
composée d’argiles hétérogènes formées de la combinaison de minéraux de nature variées. En raison de cette nature même du sol, 
très peu de recherches s’intéressent au comportement du sol de la surface de glissement. Ceci explique la popularité de la 
méthode ‘back analysis’ parmi les planificateurs de contre-mesures au glissement de terrains. Cet article traite des testes au 
laboratoire des surfaces de glissement non dérangées et de leur relation avec le sol principal de l’escarpement du même glissement de 
terrains. Ceci augmente la possibilité d’utilisation de la résistance au cisaillement du sol de l’escarpement dans le cas de 
l’indisponibilité du sol de la surface de glissement pendant les déterminations de l’état d’instabilité des glissement de terrains.

1 INTRODUCTION

Residual shear strength o f the soil is basically attained after the 
most parallel orientation of its minerals. In most o f the landslide 
areas, similar type of fine grained dark gray clay-like particles 
are accumulated in the sliding zone. Such materials are supposed 
to be created either due to the rearrangement o f fine materials, or 
by the disintegration of rock/soil materials during sliding process. 
Generally, the clay minerals o f the soil are resulted by the 
weathering of parent rock in that area. Hence, the type of soil 
and its constituent minerals depends on the origin of the rock 
mass. In such situations, the type of clay minerals in the sliding 
surface soil and main scarp soil may be similar. Therefore, there 
should be good co-relation between the main scarp and sliding 
surface soil. To verify it in the laboratory and the field as well, 
this research has been conducted.

2 OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH

The main objective o f this research is to see the variation o f re
sidual shear strength between the main scarp and sliding surface 
soil in landslide area. Good relationship between the residual 
shear strength of the soil samples from those different locations 
may help the landslide analyzer to work out he value o f residual 
c and f. This will be one more tool to strengthen back analysis 
technique in the future.

3 STUDY AREA

As mentioned earlier, it is extremely difficult to find the soil 
sample from sliding zone o f landslide area, even in the devel
oped countries. Fortunately, undisturbed soil samples have been

collected from the sliding surface o f five different landslide areas 
in Niigata prefecture, Japan (figure 1). All o f them are rotational 
landslides sliding since many years ago. Undisturbed soil sam
ples have been collected from shallow sliding zones during 
drainage well construction. The geological conditions o f all the 
landslide areas are simple with basically single dominating rock 
type and sliding mechanisms are also simple.
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Figure 1. Location map of the study area
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4 SOIL SAMPLING AND LABORATORY TESTING 
PROCEDURE

The block division mechanism and block formation processes in 
all landslide areas has been studied in detail before the selection
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of soil sampling location. The soil samples have been collected 
from the main scarps, exactly located along the central cross- 
section (figure 2). Likewise, undisturbed soil samples have been 
collected from the shallow sliding zone along the same cross- 
section. Special undisturbed soil sampler has been designed for 
the soil sampling of sliding zone and testing it by available ring 
shear machine. Proper care has been taken to maintain similar 
soil testing condition by conducting the soil test with same initial 
dry density, saturated density and void ratio for both main scarp 
and sliding surface soil. Multi-stage drained ring shear test has 
been performed in all cases. Before that, the variation o f residual 
shear strength by individual sample testing for each normal 
stress and multi-stage ring shear test has been studied and found 
to be identical. During multi-stage ring shear test, maximum 
possible normal stress for the available machine has been applied 
after confirming the similar dry density for both samples and full 
saturation. After attaining the residual value, normal stress has 
been decreased to shear the sample for lower normal stress until 
the residual stage.

whereas sliding zone soil has been tested in undisturbed state. 
Individual sample testing for each normal stresses have also been 
done for few samples. The residuaJ shear strength by this method 
did not considerably vary with that by multi-stage ring shear test. 
After attaining the peak shear stress, the value has been de
creased even in normal consolidation state. Small sample settle
ment has been noticed during he shearing process even after at
taining the steady stage. That has increased the shear stress as 
new soil has been settled to the shearing surface. Likewise, vari
ous failure planes have been formed from bottom porous stone 
edge to the shearing zone. That might also have caused the 
movement o f finer particles towards the shearing zone and have 
further sheared. This might be the reason for the increase in 
shear stress even after attaining the steady stage for about two 
hours. The residual value has been obtained after about four such 
small peaks. If earlier stage would be considered as residual 
value, that may certainly gives the error. In almost all cases, 
about 0.5mm thick shearing zone has been formed. The particle 
size analysis o f the sheared zone and the end portion has been 
done to verify the clay fraction. Considerable increase in clay 
portion has been found in most o f the samples. The residual 
shear strength o f both main scarp and sliding zone soil samples 
have been determined for all landslide areas.

6 OTHER RELATED ANALYSES

Om 15m

c. Mukohidehara landslide, cross-section along G4 block

X-ray diffraction has been done for most o f the samples to ob
serve the variation o f mineral composition o f main scarp and 
sliding zone soil. The dominant constituent minerals o f the sam
ples from two different locations o f the same landslide area have 
been found to be identical (figure 3). According to the result o f 
particle size analysis, the proportion o f clay in the main scarp 
and sliding zone soil were different. However, the proportion of 
clay in those samples at the shear zone after the ring shear test 
has been found to be similar in most o f the cases (Table 1). The 
Atterberg’s limit, specially the plastic liquid limit o f main scarp 
and sliding zone soil has been found to be similar in many cases. 
However, liquid limit has been slightly varied (figure 4). Very 
good relationship has been established between the residual <|) 
and liquid limit (Table 3).
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction result o f main scarp and sliding sur
face soil samples.

5 SHEARING BEHAVIOUR OF THE SOIL DURING 
LABORATORY TESTING

To apply the similar condition for the soil samples from different 
locations, field dry density of the sliding zone soil sample has 
been maintained during ring shear test o f main scarp soil,

As already mentioned, significant increase in clay fraction 
has been measured in the shearing zone after the ring shear test. 
If the clay fraction in the main scarp and sliding zone is com
pared, clay fraction in sliding zone is higher. This resembles well 
with the laboratory test condition after the ring shear test. This 
increase in the clay content around the shearing zone might be 
due to the movement o f clay particle along the route made by the 
pore water during its drainage to cease the excess pore water

Sample 1

a. Okimi landslide, cross-section along block A

Sam
Sam ple

0m 15m 30m

b. Yosio landslide, cross-section along A-5 block

d. Engyoji landslide, cross-section along A block

Sample

0  m  15m

e. Iwagami landslide, ross-section along D 1 block 
Figure 2. Location o f soil sampling points.
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pressure. However, there is a possibility to increase some clay 
fractions by it’s detachment from the silt particles which might 
not have been detached during hydrometer analysis.
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Figure 4. Plasticity chart for tested soil samples.

Table 1. Percentage o f clay, silt and sand by particle size 

Sample Shear zone Off-shear zone Before R.S.T.**

Clay silt clay silt clay silt sand

Okimi 1 51 13 26 12 21 12 67
Okimi 2 55 24 37 18 32 16 52
Okimi 3 35 26 29 21 21 16 63
Yosio 1 28 17 10 13 7 11 82
Yosio 2 42 21 26 23 23 19 58
Muko.* 1 16 19 8 23 7 20 73
Muko.* 2 32 26 18 23 12 28 60
Engyoji 1 41 25 24 34 14 78 38
Engyoji 2 47 28 23 28 19 24 57
Iwagami 1 35 38 20 36 16 36 48
Iwagami 2 48 27 31 21 25 23 52

* Mukohidehara ** Ring shear test

7 DISCUSSION ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA

Main focus o f the study was to compare the soil properties of 
main scarp and sliding zone soil. The value of residual shear 
strength between them has been found to be significantly close 
(figure 5). The difference o f residual <|> has been found to be less 
than 3° whereas that o f residual c has been found to be less than 
3kPa (Table 2). The liquid limit has been varied from 10% to 
40% although plastic limits have been found to be similar.

a. Residua] shear envelope, Okimi landslide

b. Residual shear envelope, Yosio landslide.

c. Residual shear envelope, Mukohidehara landslide

d. Residual shear envelope, Engyoji landslide

Figure 5, Residual shear envelope for the main scarp and sliding 
surface soil, by ring shear test.
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d. Residual shear envelope, Iwagami landslide

Figure 5. Residual shear envelope for the main scarp and sliding 

surface soil, by ring shear test (contd.).

Table 2. Residual shear strength of the soil samples from main 

scarp and sliding zone by ring shear test

Sample Residual c, kPa Residual <|> deg.

Okimi 1 5 14
Okimi 2 6 10

Okimi 3 4 9
Yosio 1 9 13
Yosio 2 12 10

Mukohidehara 1 3 18
Mukohidehara 2 0 21

Engyoji 1 7 11

Engyoji 2 5 9.5
Iwagami 1 5 11.6

Iwagami 2 7 10.5

Table 3. Atterberg’s limit (%) of the soil samples from main 
scarp and sliding surface

Sample Plastic limit Liquid limit Plasticity Index

Okimi 1 37 45 8

Okimi 2 30 84 54
Okimi 3 48 66 18
Yosio 1 39 58 19
Yosio 2 46 89 43
Mukohidehara 1 33 54 21

Mukohidehara 2 22 46 24
Engyoji 1 40 61 21

Engyoji 2 36 71 35
Iwagami 1 52 65 13
Iwagami 2 53 74 21

strength, which should be considered as the shear strength of the 
sliding mass.

Although this research is very complicated, it is very impor
tant too. Therefore, further research on various different condi
tions will be continued in future.
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8 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

From the aforesaid analysis, following conclusions have been 
made.

-In the landslides with simple geological and geo- 
morphological conditions, the residual shear strength o f main 
scarp and sliding zone seems to be close. Therefore, stability 
analysis o f the landslide can be done with the shear strength of 
main scarp soil, in the scarcity o f sliding zone soil. This will 
strengthen the prevailing back analysis method by increasing the 
relative certainty o f two parameters, This is very useful in the 
developing countries, where drilling is almost impossible due to 
economic reason.

-There is significant increase in fine particles along the slid
ing zone of landslide, same as in the shearing zone o f ring shear 
test, during the sliding process. This may result in many sliken 
sides along the thick sliding zone with similar residual shear
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